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Ih""I'RODUCTION. Each year since 1978 cotor 
vehicle traffic deaths in the United States 
ba·ve e:<ceeded 50,000 (6). The Journal of 
Insurance (1) has reported that t~o out of 
five traff:c :atalities may be traced to lack 
of a~areness er :::c:.sunderstanding of traffic 
co:itrol devices. T .. "O £2.ctors contributing to 
this phenoGena are nore complicated roadway 
and guide syste=.s. 2nd an increase in the 
mcber of ar:!xers, adding to the intensity of 
travel in both ruraL and urban areas. 

The Qrcblc=:s brought about by increased 
traffic and ccmpla.~ road~ays can be mitigated 
s.ooe~+.at ~~ch an effective co=unication 
syste□ that is ca=prehensible to all drivers. 
O::ie step that has been taken to ;,rovide this 
effecti•,;e cc=unication systeo is the shift 
z~ay fro~ the use of word message highway 
signs and toward the use of syobol signs. 
Tnis 'universal' symbol co:nrnunication is con
sidered by the U.S. Department of Transpor
tation and the Federal Highway Ad:dnistration 
to be "a desirable and important step twoard 
the greater safety and facilitation of 
traffic" (4). 

s:Gs STAlIDARDS. Signs are essential where 
B?ecial regulations apply at specific places 
or times and where hazards are not self
~ident. Standards are specified that under
lie a code for all signing. There are eight 
colors and eight shapes that define for 
motorists the purpose of each sign (4). This 
basic code provides information that is 
additional to the message illustrated on the 
sign. 

Current guidelines are for a broader use 
of symbols in preference to word ~essages. 
R,n,ever, recognition is given to the fact 
that a change from ~ord messages to symbols 
requires ti~e for public education and tran
sition. During this period educational 
Plaques acco□pany new symbol signs. The 
prescribed period for public education and 
transition is ~hree years; although there is 
no mandate to re.::iove educational plnques 
after three years as long as they are in 
serviceable condition. 

STI.,'Z)y APPROACH. A studv .as conducted in 
1977 (3) which involved, a booklet survey in 
lO DeparL?I:ent of Public Safety driver licens
i~ stations in T~..xas. Tne booklet consisted 
of photographed signs and other traffic con
trol devices with a response set. This test 
type survey revealed sane surprisingly low 
6<:oras for several signs, and indicated a 
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relationship between certain driver chara~
teristics and low scores. 

The study pro□pted a further investiga
tion into the effectiveness of sy;:;bol sign
ing. A second, □ore probing study was con
ducted that would illu~inate the extent to 
which symbol signs are □isuncierstood, as well 
as the fonns of incorrect interpretations. 
This was acco~plished w~th in-cepth inter
viewing, and again substantiatei ~ya state
~de survey booklet. A sa-ople of 94 Texas 
drivers were selected for the in-depth inter
views w~th decographic characteristics repre
sentative of Texas' driviP~ population with 
respect to age, sex. and ethnicity. 

Using infomation obtained fro~ in-depth 
interviews, COQ~on misinterpretations were 
offered as respcases for the statew1de 
follow-up sur1ey. Urban and rural licensed 
drivers (375) were rando,nly selected, 
although a quota by demographic characteris
tics was used as one selection criteria. 

STUDY RESULTS. Texas motorists e·:idenced a 
mean comprehension level of 65 percent for 
co=only used traffic controls including 
signs, pavement lines, and signals. Only 
five percent of Texas drivers sur:eyed cor
rectly identified 90 percent or core of the 
survey itet:!s. 

Recollection of the physical character
istics of signs w~s lower than expected for 
all signs. Signs that are abundant and coo
monly used, such as the Stop sign were in
cluded in the test, as well as signs that are 
more situation specific, such as construction 
and guide signs. The range of correct re
sponses was froo one to 87 percent. Respon
dents had a te~dency to recall roadway signs 
as square-shaped, and black au-.: k~ite. 

The Do Not Enter sign. The Do Net Enter sign 
is a 30-inch white square= w~ich is a 29-
inch diameter red circle, ,;,.--:f.th a \.'rlite band 
five inches in mdth placed hor~zcntally 
across the center of the circle. The design 
of this sign is supposed to 02.ke recognition 
very easy for the driver, even at a distance. 
The red color alerts the driver to a prohib
itory regulation. 

The Do Not Enter symbol was presented 
~thout the words on it to determine the 
level of understanding of the syw.bol itself. 
Forty-five percent recognized the symbol- A 
significant 34 percent did not know what the 
symbol was, and 30 percent thought the symbol 
related to emergency facilities.· Apparently 
the symbol itself is not effectively coi::n:iuni
cating the message printed on it. 

The Prohibitory symbol. The Prohibitory 
symbol is increasingly being used inter
nationally to convey the message that the 
pictured item behind the symbol is not 
allowed. Although its adoption for use on 
roads has recently become more "1idespread and 



includes a variety of prohibited actions, the 
syubol's neanicg as applied to traffic oove
□1~t was not found to be understood by all 

The prohibitory syl!lbol was presented 
with no picture behind it to- determine if 
motorists can identify the concept of the 
syobol as it applies to any dri•:ing situa
tion. The cost frequently checked response 
was "do.:i' t know-," (37 percent). Incorrect 
interpretations included civil defense shel
ter (15 percent), hospital zone (10 percent), 
and no s:::oking ( five perce'1.t). 

The prohibi:ory meaning of the red 
slashed circl2 .,_es better understood when the 
prohibited acti~n ~~s pictured behind it. 
Ho~ev~r~ &~ a:a::-::i~ disc~✓ery was that 
a?prox~~ately se~2~_ percent of drivars held 
th: in:crpre~2~~~~ 0f o~lv instead of l!Q• 

ro.-:.s inter;::~"':2 :.:.=-~ s~r:aced as raspondents 
were as~ed :~ ~~=~~i:7 a prohibited right 
turn SJ'tlb·')l s.:..~::.. ::ighty-five pe~ce:tt h.-ne;., 
th~ s~~~ol s~~'3 ==a~ing, but core illu=:ii
nating ~~s :~e s-=~e~ ?e~cenc who r~sponded 
"right tu~ c::.:.y .. '' Fu~:he=-o.ore, the fact 
th.a~ u=de.:-s:::.:::: :..::.; ~?:-ov~d by o:ily two per
cent in as~~:~:~ ~=ivi~g ~o~~a~ with 
verbal =es?~::t325 ~?h.asizes chc ?::'·Jb2.em. The 
d.iff::..(:ulty ~a~ ::::: :-:e ~~~ri~uceci solely to a 
re.a~ic.g o= :::s::-::a~i:c.g inadequacy, but as 
ve::bal :-espo::.ses to t~e f!keci Gri-,;:!.:1g 
sequence ir:i~ca~e, the syzbol r~s zn unfa
rail!.ar =eani::..g to a pore ion of d.r!c.,.-ers. The 
in-depth intei:-1iews, st.ate.ride su::-1ey (7), 
and earlier work (3) consistently docU!llent 
this probleo. 

Unfamiliarity was related to several 
dri~er characteristics. Drivers ~-ith more 
years of dri·.ring expe!:'ience were core likely 
to check the "right turn only" ar1d. "don't 
kno..,/' responses. These drivers were charac
teristically older a.~d had not take~ a driver 
education course. 

COr:iST?.UCTIO~ SIGNS. For street construction, 
cain!:en.~:ice ope?:"atians > and ut:•ility werk, 
traf=ic control devices pe~for-:i i~portant 
dual functions. They serve to direct safe 
and expeditious :io-..rew.ent of t::::-affi:: through 
work zones •. -Uso, they insure the safety of 
the ~ork force perfor:Jing these =ai~tenance 
or constrcccion oparations. 

The saoe najor categories of traffic 
signs - regulator-;, wa::::-ning, infor:iation and 
guide signs - ap?lY to work zone signing l.lith 
regard to shape =d standard of application. 
Their distincti·:e characteristic is that they 
unifor::ily have a bla::k legend on an orange 
background. Ec-.:ever, because a vast number 
of conditions and situations exist, drivers 
do not encounter a set o: signs that are a 
.consistent or predictable pattern for all 
construction and =i:o.tenan::e operations. It 
is therefore of ::.::::::-eased inportance that 
drivers can easily and thoroughly co□prehend 
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the messages they receive as they cove 
through these areas. 

Flagger Ahead Svmbol Sigr.. The Advance 
Flagger sign is one of the best exaoples of 
the i:iportant dual function of the work zone 
signs ::ientioned ab,:>'1e. This sign provides 
ad·1ance notice of a situation 1.-here speed is 
adjusted dramatically, the cotorist ~ay be 
required to stop, and subsequent infom.ation 
is necessary to continue through the area. 
Additionally, driver conprehension of the 
sign is an important factor in the safety of 
the flagger. 

The Flagger Ahead synbol sign was fre
quently given several interpretations. One 
consistent problem was recognition of a con
struction area, but lack of awareness of a 
person giving flag signals ahead. Seventeen 
percent failed to be alerted to the fact that· 
they would be approaching a person in or near 
the roadway giving flag signals necessary for 
guidance, which could be a serious mistake, 
for the motorist as well as the flagger. 

Another 17 percent described the Flagger 
A.~ead symbol as a school crossing guard sign. 
Other interpretations included: litter faci
lities, hitchhickers in the area, and stop. 

The color cue for construction and 
maintenance signing was obviously overlooked 
(or unknown) by many of the drivers tested. 
Thirty-five percent thought the sign was 
yellow, and 14 percent assigned. it the color 
red. 

Advance Road Construction Sign. During 
interviews, respondents were show-n a filmed 
approach to a sign with the message, "ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION AHEAD," and asked what their 
response would be if they were driving. 
Every respondent questioned was able to give 
a response that indicated an appropriate 
driving maneuver. Each driver could identify 
and read the message presented in a r~al-time 
format. They also exhibited a thorough 
knowledge of what to.expect and how to 
respond &?propriately. 

Using the Advance Flagger and the 
Advance Road Construe tion signs for compar
ison, the findings indicate a more effective 
communication via the word legend than the 
pictograph syubol for construction areas. In 
the one exan?le symbol sign, the symbol was 
often given ir!!aginative meanings. Sometimes 
an association with construction was made, 
but the exact function of the sign was often 
missed. However, no evidence of confusion 
was found concerning the written reessage, 
"ROAD CONSTRUCTION AHEAD." 

The surveys illuminated the fact that 
drivers are unaware of the use of the color 
orange specifically for work zone· signs. The 
study was limited in its examination of con-

•struction and □aintenance signing to the two 
signs discussed above. The findings suggest 
that more in-depth study of the use of 
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Yiitten messages versus symbols is needed. 
This need is sadly supported by the Texas 
statistic of seven roadway construction and 
maintenance eruployees killed on the job in 
the previous 11 months (2), 

~AJU,IING SYM30L SIGNS. A multiplicity of 
warning signs are encountered by drivers in 
all settings-urban and rural. The one co=on 
characteristic for warning signs is their 
yellow color. Yne diamond shape is the 
standard design, Yi.th few exceptions. 

Synbol signs posed a problem for certain 
segments of t!-::~ driving population. Ethinic 
minorities, old '?.r drivers, and the lo1-1er 
educated were core likely to misinterpret the 
intended ::iean.!.::g cf the symbols. Newer 
signs posed Fro"t:lews for drivers I-11th more 
years of drivi~ .e:-:perience. On the other 
hand, less experienced drivers showed core 
difficulty with sy,:ibol signs that have been 
in existence lcn.ger. 

Turn and Curve Signs. In cocparing the 
responses to the Cur-re and Turn signs, one 
observation was that a portion of the respon
dents were not able to correctly distinguish 
the two signs. The in-depth interviews 
revealed that the drivers did not confuse the 
Turn sign with the Curve sign and vice versa; 
rather, they tended to equate one sign m.th 
the other. The Turn sign is used specifical
ly where a turn is to be made that requires a 
speed of 30 miles per hour or less. A Curve 
sign is intended for use where engineering 
investigations of roadway conditions show the 
reco=ended speed on the curve to be in the 
range of between 30 and 60 ciles per hour. 
Both signs may be accompanied by &'1 advisory 
speed plate. Since as many as 35 percent 
chose Curve over turn, and 15 percent verbal
ly described the Turn sign as a Curve sign, 
it is suggested that the advisory speed plate 
is warranted on all Turn signs. No one in 
the in-depth inter.fews indicated any know
ledge of a caxi~UD safe speed to negotiate 
the turn. The consequences of interpreting 
both signs as indicating a curve instead of a 
turn are ouch less severe than the reverse 
interpretation. 

Stop Sign Ahead. The Stop Ahead and Yield 
Ahead signs have been co=only used .men the 
announced sign is not visible for sufficient 
distance for the .driver to react accordingly. 
Recently, nev symbol signs have been intro
duced that will e-..rentually replace the .rord 
message signs. Xa:iy drivers who participated 
in the survey had ne·,er seen the Stop Sign 
Ahead synbol sign, and were interpreting it 
for the first time. 

A co=on incor.cect interpretation of the 
Stop Sign Ahead symbol sign was that the 
combination of the stop symbol and the arrow 
indicates to the driver to stop and then go 
straight. Twenty-three percent of those 
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interviewed described tr.e function -~f th, 
sign as such. 

Overall, the seaning of this traffic 
control device was Qisconstrued by 60 percent 
of the respondents. Deviant interpretations 
included: directions to a football stadi~~. 
railroad sign, danger ahead, and blinking red 
light ahead. 

Pavement Width Transitio:i SiS?n. The Pavement 
Width Transition sign is intended for use if 
advance notice is needed to warn of· the 
reduction in the nw::ber of lanes, as from 
three to two lanes. In tr.e interviews it was 
determined that there is a great deal of 
variability in the interpretation of this 
sign. For instance, responses to a filmed 
approach to the Pave:r:ient Width Transition 
sign included such diverse interpretations as 
divided highway ends, t~o-way road becomes 
one-way, side street nerging into main 
street, curve, and two-way traffic. These 
were all multiple responses, not unique indi
vidual responses. Another eight percent of 
the interpretations were unduplicated indivi
dual misinterpretations. 

As with other sy;nbol signs, the coomon 
threads amor~ those who misinterpreted this 
sign were age, driver education, and years of 
experience as a driver. The older, more ex
perienced drivers who lacked driver education 
were most apt to respond inappropriately. 

Slippery When Wet. The most striking misin
terpretation of the Slippery When ~et symbol 
sign is the association of a Yinding road or 
curves ahead. This misconception poses a 
hazard for misguided motorists w~o do not 
respond appropriately to a ~ore ca~gerous 
road condition. A co=on i:lrer?reta:ion is 
that the sign i:ulicates a co~stz~~ slippery 
condition. Responses ve:re "sli;,pe=y :-oad, '' 
or "icy road," Yith failure to no:~ t'hat this 
warning is specific to certai~ situations. 
This misconception (held by 2l percent) would 
elicit a more cautious response, and there
fore poses no real hazard for the errant 
driver. 
Low Shoulder Sv:!!bol. The Low Shoulder sycbol 
sign is distinct from the UneYen Lanes sign; 
however, it is most often confused with it. 
These t~o symbol signs are very similar in
appearance, but have important differences in 
their mssages. The study showed that the Lo~ 
Shoulder symbol sign is not an easy one for 
drivers to interpret. The large frequency 
that gave "don't know" responses {10 percent) 
is indicative of the vagueness of the symbol, 
Furthermore, associations with other hazards 
such as a high curb, bumpy road, or uneven 
lanes are obviously dangerous. Consider the 
consequences of a confused motorist who, 
believing the center of the roadway to be un
even, compensates by staying very near and 
possibly going off a low shoulder. It is im
portant for drivers to understand completely 
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from pictographs of automobiles on pavement 
• which surfaces have elevation differences. 

The ~o Passing Zone Pennant. The pennant 
shaped No Passing Zone sign is relatively new 
and is currently being introduced selectively 
on· Texas highways. It has several unique 
characteristics. It is pennant shaped and is 
always displayed on the left side of the 
roadway. rnis sign is supplemental to pave
cent oar'.·dogs and/or the Do Not Pass sign, 
and is reco=ended for use because of its 
demonstrated target value in critical passing 
nane1.r-1ers. :co·..-e·,1er, the effectiveness of the 
No ?ass:::~ ::.:,~e ?ennant is yet to be fully 
ascertai::.e:i. Tc-.e study revealed that Texas 
cr::.·.•er5 a::-e ::.:i:: fa:::.iliar ,..-1.th the sign .. The 
word cessage ::.5 easy to understand, but the 
effecti.·,·e::ess ~= this sign lies more in per
ce?ti~~ c..:..i =e~cg=ition. At this point, 
recog::i::= o: :h~s sign is poor based on its 
physica: a;?~ara~ce (27 percent). rnere also 
ap?ears t= ~ea ?roblec of the sign generat
i~g talse a.=.~~~~?ation of si~ilar controls at 
the e:1C. :;f ~'.::e ::o ~assi:ig zo-:1:. Forty-nine 
perce::,.t: o~ t::e <:ri0:ers su:-:eyed said they 
•..;01,;ld lc,'.J~ £0:: ~ equi-.,.-alent: si~ at a later 
poinc stat~=g t~a: passi~g 4~s pe=itted or 
t~e zcna ~aC ended. ':"his ~ay precipitate 
u:1necessary caucion at best, but confusion 
a~d neglect for other traif!c controls at 
1,.;orst. ?;otably, seven percent of those 
inte:--.•iewed said "pass whe:i. you can see 
clearly", and five percent did not know how 
to judge when to pass. 

School and Pedestrian Signs. Drivers are not 
aware of the difference between the School 
Advance, School Crossing, and Pedestrian 
Crossing signs. The School Crossing sign is 
for use only at established crossings used by 
pupils going to and fro□ school. These 
crosswalks CTust be adjacent to the schools, 
or on established school pedestrian routes. 
They are always preceded by a School Advance 
sign. The School Crossicg =d School Advance 
signs both ha·:e pentagon shapes that distin
guish thee for school areas. The Pedestrian 
Crossing spbol sign is distinctly different 
froo the School Advance and School Crossing 
signs in both function and appearance. 
Pedestrian Crossing is a standard diamond
shaped ;;;arn:!.ng sign used at locations where 
crossing is hazardous or not readily appar
ent, anc is ~ot relatec to school areas. 

A significant proportion of drivers in~ 
terpret all signs w-ith a pictorial represen
tation of people w~lking as pedestrian cross
ing signs. The pentagon shape of the school 
area signs and ~~e fact that the 'people' on 
these signs are carrying books apparently 
does not clarify :~e sc~ool area designation 
of these signs. J::::-iver reaction to each of 
the three signs =ay be similar, but the 
hazard involves a fail~re to consciously 
watch for school c~ildren, tiho are more vul-
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nerable than any other age group to vehicle/ 
pedestrian accidents (5). 

CONCLUSIO!iS .'°L'iD RECOH~l.END.UIO~,s. Symbolise 
is an increasingly popular practice used by 
traffic engineers, city officials, and others 
involved in the design and construction ?f 
roadway syste□s. It is ioportant that the 
representations be conceptually and oper
ationally clear for synbolic signing to be 
effective co=unication to the users of those 
systeus. 

Differences among drivers produce a 
range of infornation processing abilities 
that detennine how well signs can be detected 
and ~~derstood. Ethnic minorities, older 
drivers, and those with lo·,. education levels 
were nost likely to misinterpret the intended 
meaning of symbol signs. 

In some cases the mistaken association 
of a symbol leads to a more cautious response 
by the driver. Examples that were found were 
the interpretation of a Curve arro~ as a more 
severe Turn Arrow, and the assl!lllption that a 
Slipper-7 When Wet symbcl indicates a road 
surface that is slippery or icy at all° 
tioes. 

However, in many cases the misinterpret
ation of a syrobol sign results in potentially 
hazardous consequences. For instance, 
drivers who perceive a prohibited right turn 
as a right turn only symbol; the 55 percent 
who are unfamiliar with the Do Not Enter. 
symbol; those wo fail to be alert for school 
children crossing the street; and drivers who 
do not know wen it is safe to pass other 
vehicles - all greatly increase the potential 
for accidents. 

A significant degree of confusion and 
lack of familiarity with many signs that may 
contribute to slower reaction ti~e was found. 
On a basic level, signs providing operational 
require:nents, warnings,. and information 
represented by symbols are designed to have 
redundant, reinforcing characteristics with 
the.ir shape and color. This code is quite 
unfamiliar to the majority of drivers. 

It is recommended that educational 
plaques remain on symbol signs until pub~ic 
understanding is increased to a more accept
able level. Further, in additon to on-site 
inforoation provided by plaques, public in
formation and education efforts should be 
implemented that not only address the driving 
public at large, but are directed at targeted 
groups who have specific infonaation needs. 
Driver education and driver improvement pro
grams are positive predictors of knowledge of 
traffic controls. Attention should be given 
in these programs to the shape and color code 
and the meaning of symboL signs. 
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